Materials evaluation: How to Shop for Wireless Equipment

Developed by: Sebastian Buettrich, wire.less.dk

We welcome feedback from trainers who have used these materials. By answering the following questions you can help us to improve and expand the MMTK set of resources. Please note that all questions are optional!

Please return your completed questionnaire by e-mail to mmtk@apc.org

1. Name __________________________________________

2. E-mail address ___________________________________

3. Organization _____________________________________

4. How useful did you find the materials in this unit?
   Not useful ___
   Useful _____
   Very useful ____

5. Did you use the materials "as is" with your students, or adapt them?
   Used "as is" ___
   Adapted ____

6. If you have any suggestions for how the MMTK team could improve this unit, please tell us about them.
   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________

7. Other comments.
   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________

   THANK YOU!